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MATTHEW SHOULTS

The written word has been at the heart of the school this week, with an array of workshops, talks and
displays. Next week Science Week will pick up the mantle, with its own offerings. But it is not just these
show-stopping weeks when the girls and staff express their subject enthusiasms.
This week two new publications have been emerging. Senior school
students, supported by Mrs Myatt have been producing Doodles, a new
writing journal exploring the relationship between writing and art, a brilliant
combination of prose, poetry and artwork. At the same time, with help
from Ms Brown, our Year 9 Science reps have produced their first edition of
DATES FOR
The Franklin, delving into everything from 3-D printing for transplants to
YOUR DIARY
dolphin intelligence.
There has also been a crop of fine performances this week. Two of our
MAR SCIENCE WEEK
9TH
chamber ensembles took part in the South Eastern Chamber Music
MAR SPORT RELIEF
Competition, experiencing a masterclass as part of their performance; and 9TH
I write this fresh from last night’s ensemble concert, with 15 ensembles of MAR WEEK
12 FASHION
great range and skill. On Tuesday evening, our Year 12 drama students put 10TH YEAR
SHOW
MAR GDST NETBALL &
on their devised pieces: seeing the sophistication of their writing,
12TH
CROSS COUNTRY
direction and acting was a pleasure. It was also interesting to see
RALLY
what they would call “work in progress” and the girls’ fearlessness at
MAR GSA PARK RUN,
this. In so many of the areas I have mentioned above, we are encouraging 14TH GUNNERSBURY
PARK
girls to give things a go, and to learn from these experiments, rather than
MAR YEAR 6 TO PGL,
seeing a simple dichotomy between the perfect product and nothing; this
16TH
ISLE OF WIGHT
is how true confidence is gained.
MAR TENNER CHALLENGE
17TH
Finally, I hope that you are looking forward to the annual Fashion Show,
FAIR (YEAR 9)
organised by our Art Reps, which takes place on Tuesday 10th
March; I know the girls value your support.

GOOD
NEWS

NHEHS BOOK WEEK
A very exciting week with varied activities on the theme of 'How to be
a Heroine: Women in Literature', including visiting authors, quizzes,
the Ealing Teen Read, Decorate a Door, Staff 'Shelfies,' a Book
Amnesty for charity, writing workshops, a lunchtime atrium concert,
and even a staff v. pupils Quidditch match! Pop over to our Twitter or
Instagram accounts to see what else we've been up to for Book
Week.

FIRST MFL TROPHY!

Over 30 keen linguists from Years 7-10 and Year 12 travelled to
Sutton High School last week for the GDST Languages Festival
2020. With spelling bees, culture quizzes, debates and
performances in French, Spanish and German, we were delighted
to win our first Modern Foreign Languages trophy! Read more
here.

INAYA REPRESENTS NHEHS
AT CHRYSTALL PRIZE FINAL
'Is memory the most important part of identity?' - Read Year 11
Inaya's thought-provoking speech at the prestigious GDST public
speaking final last week at Portsmouth High School here.

YEAR 10'MATHS FEAST'
Maths starters, main course and dessert were all on the menu for
eight Year 10s at their 'Maths Feast' held at Langley Grammar
School last week. Find out how they devoured their way through a
morning full of maths puzzles here, as reported by our Year 10
Journalist Leader, Alice.
US UNIVERSITIES EVENING
Last week we were delighted to hold our US Universities information evening, which was open to
all girls in Years 9-12 who were interested in studying in the US. Read more about it here.

GOOD
NEWS

SOUTH EAST SCHOOLS
CHAMBER MUSIC COMPETITION
Our violin quartet and piano trio took part in this prestigious competition
last week held at Putney High School. Find out how they got on here.

ADVENTURES IN TIME TRAVEL
"Inspiration, inspiration, inspiration," said Year 8 Daria of the historical
fiction writing workshop held at the Wallace Museum! Find out why here.
PARENTS' GUILD PANCAKE
DAY SALE
There were toppings galore and happy faces at our Parents’
Guild pancake sale at Junior School last week. Thanks to all
who helped out! Did you know that the Parents' Guild also hold
a number of social events like the popular Murder Mystery
evening held at the end of last term? Read all about it here.
NEW YORK ECONOMICS
TRIP
Over February half term, 10 Sixth Form Economists flew to New
York for a few days to study some of the financial, economic
and business aspects of this global city.
Read all about their amazing experience here.
HALF TERM SKI TRIP TO LA
MOLINA IN SPAIN
Sunshine, skiing, skating, slips and quite a few 'wipeouts' were all to
be had by the 50+ NHEHS skiers during the half term ski trip to La
Molina in Spain. Read Year 8 Addy's report here.
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WE WANT YOUR NEWS!
We try to cover as much school news as possible here and on our website (there’s so
much more every week at https://www.nhehs.gdst.net/news/latest-news/)
However, we also know that NHEHS girls are busy celebrating success outside school,
and we would love to share their success here.
Please do share your great news with us, with accompanying photo, in an email to
s.bennett@nhehs.gdst.net and we will include as many as we can!

